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Use this free disk wipe utility to wipe all the files on your disk. All free versions of this disk wipe utility will allow you to use a
disk wipe utility to securely erase your entire hard drive. In order to verify that a file has been successfully erased, select
"Verify" or "Verify all" to re-read the file. The steps are very simple to follow: Start Disk Wipe Free. Select the hard drive that
you wish to wipe. Press the "Start" button and wait until the disk wipe is complete. Disk Wipe Free is completely free of charge.
QuickMemo Description: This free and easy-to-use tool will allow you to make text notes, highlight text and attach these text
notes to emails. Not to mention, you are able to adjust the font size, color and position of notes. Moreover, QuickMemo
provides multi-font support for note and highlight, and supports to add email text and image to your notes. In addition, you are
able to edit text and notes with keyboard shortcuts. Basic Features: Comes with Windows 10 and Windows 8/8.1/7 Supports to
combine text notes and images Multi-font and color support for notes and highlights Comes with keyboard shortcuts Support to
add text and image to notes Supports to edit text and notes with keyboard shortcuts Supports to save notes as PDF/HTML files
Add multiple notes and highlight to emails Let you add note to emails right from the right click menu Let you add images to
notes Supports to create text file to backup notes Supports to edit notes from right-click menu Supports to add notes to
Windows Explorer context menu Supports to add notes to Windows Explorer context menu Supports to add notes to File
Explorer context menu Supports to add notes to Print context menu Supports to add notes to Open context menu Supports to
add notes to Open with context menu Supports to add notes to Print context menu Supports to add notes to Open with context
menu Supports to save notes as PDF/HTML files Supports to export notes as CSV files Supports to export notes as XML files
Supports to export notes as plain text files Supports to export notes as Excel files Supports to export notes as CSV files Supports
to export notes as XML files Supports to open notes in Microsoft Word Supports to open notes in
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KEYMACRO is a small utility designed to record and manage keys (keys used as passwords, keys used as signatures, keys used
as hidden objects, etc.) and key combinations. Key recordings can be saved to a file or to memory, and be exported in various
formats. KEYMACRO also has a configuration file that allows you to specify which keys are to be recorded and where to be
saved. Key passwords and signatures KEYMACRO allows you to record keyboard passwords and passwords, with the option of
recording them in memory, a file or export them to a file. Features - Records all keyboard inputs, so that you will be able to
recall them later. - Simple to record the input: you simply press one key and the application will record it. - The application is
very fast when it comes to memory recording. - You can specify where to save all the recorded keys, so that you can retrieve
them easily from a different PC. - Can be used to record passwords, passwords, signatures and passwords, all at the same time. -
You can choose to only record keys used for a certain type of action. - The data can be exported to a file, so you can retrieve it,
edit it, and then export it again. - You can decide whether to use real or fake entries. Configuration - Easy to add, edit and delete
entries. - You can specify which keys you want to record. - You can specify whether you want to record passwords, passwords,
signatures or passwords and signatures at the same time. - Specify the export format of all recordings. - You can assign a list of
fake entries. - You can specify the name of a new file that will be created when recordings are exported. - You can specify the
password or the signature to record. - You can specify the key to use for the password or the signature. - If you do not specify
any key, the application will use the Windows default one. - You can also specify the name of a new file that will be created
when signatures are exported. - You can also specify a password and a signature, but it is useless to do it. - You can also specify
the name of a new file that will be created when passwords are exported. - You can specify the key to use for the password or
the signature. - You can also specify the name of a new file that will be created when passwords are exported. 77a5ca646e
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The utility will wipe data from selected partition or drive to secure data from recovery. Easy to use and do not have to install it
on PC. The Utility support all Windows operating system versions including Windows 8, Windows 10, Windows Server 2008,
Windows Server 2008 R2, Windows 7 and other Vista, Windows XP, 2000 and Windows NT After saving to a USB flash drive,
the Utility can be run from any computer with any operating system. Through the Utility, the user can wipe off the data from
the selected partition or drive. Besides delete the files of the partition, the Utility can wipe the data of the partition. Note: Disk
Wipe will show the progress, which can make you feel uneasy because you cannot cancel the process. But, it is easy to handle.
You just wait the process to finish. This is the official site of DriveWipe. If you want to support us and leave a review, please
visit our official site. Method 2 Create a Bootable CD/DVD Create a bootable CD/DVD that does not get loaded when a
computer starts up. This is ideal for reinstalling Windows when your current version has become corrupted. Create a bootable
CD/DVD using a Windows operating system that has been installed on a computer. You can also use a Mac computer to create a
bootable CD or DVD. You will also need a CD or DVD drive. Create a bootable CD/DVD using a Windows operating system
that has been installed on a computer. You can also use a Mac computer to create a bootable CD or DVD. You will also need a
CD or DVD drive. Launch the Windows installation CD or DVD. Highlight the drive on which the Windows operating system
will be installed. When the Installation process is finished, press the ENTER key on your keyboard. A blue screen will appear,
which will show the boot options. Choose the option to boot from the CD/DVD drive. A new screen will appear, which will
show the Windows desktop. You can now open the DriveWipe utility. Select the drive that needs to be wiped. Select the size of
the partition to be wiped. Click Start to execute the program. When the program is done, click Yes to permanently delete the
files and data. Warning: By using the Disk Wipe program, you will lose all the data on your PC

What's New in the Disk Wipe?

Disk Wipe is a software application which enables you to easily remove all the data from any hard disk, as well as removable
drives, such as SD cards or USB drives. Surprisingly enough, this utility is portable and therefore, there will be no leftover files
after its removal, and the Windows registry will not suffer any changes. Another important aspect is that it can be used on any
PC you come in contact with, by simply placing the program files to a portable storage unit (e.g. USB flash drive) and double-
clicking the EXE. You do not need to worry about the installation process, as it is not required. The interface sports a clean
design, which allows all types of users to find their way around it, without experiencing difficulties of any kind. It is comprised
of a few buttons and panels, so that you can easily view all detected drives and information pertaining to them. The wiping
process is built similar to that of a wizard, and requires you to select the file system the device is based on. After this, you just
have to click the “Finish” button and let Disk Wipe do the rest. There are multiple erasing patterns featured, from quick ones
(one pass random), to very slow ones (US Department of Defense – 7 passes, Peter Guttman – 35 passes etc.), and you can also
assign thread priority and view logs. Our tests have revealed that CPU and memory usage can be quite significant at times and
therefore, it might affect your computer’s performance. It is recommended that the wiping process not be launched alongside
other demanding processes. Taking all of this into consideration, it becomes apparent Disk Wipe is an efficient and powerful
piece of software, and a good choice when it comes to removing unwanted data from drives. Download: We also recommend
you to visit our website: Disk Wipe is a software application which enables you to easily remove all the data from any hard disk,
as well as removable drives, such as SD cards or USB drives. Surprisingly enough, this utility is portable and therefore, there
will be no leftover files after its removal, and the Windows registry will not suffer any changes. Another important aspect is that
it can be used on any PC you come in contact with, by simply placing the program files to a portable storage unit (e.g. USB flash
drive) and double-clicking the EXE. You do not need to worry about the installation process, as it is not required. The interface
sports a clean design, which allows all types of users to find their way around it, without experiencing difficulties of any kind. It
is comprised of a few buttons and panels, so that you can
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System Requirements For Disk Wipe:

Supported Platforms: Windows 7 or later Mac OS X 10.8 or later PlayStation 4® or PlayStation®3 system (including PSP® Go
and PS Vita system) XBOX® One Xbox 360® Minimum System Requirements: Additional Notes: Please visit
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